For 4 - 6 players
Aged 15+
Contents
30 quote cards, 53 reaction cards, 4 marker cards, 1 die, 1 paper, 1 pen
Objective
The aim of the game is for players to score as many points as possible by playing reaction cards, which are picked as the best
response to the quote cards played by the quoter. Quote cards represent statements through which people express
discrimination of different groups people or intolerance towards diversity.
Game set-up
Shuffle all the quote cards and put them face down in a pile.
Shuffle all the reaction cards and put them face down in a pile.
Take 4 marker cards and put them face up, one next to another.

Reaction card
(backside)

Quote card
(backside)

Preparation
Any player takes the paper and writes down the names of all players,
in order to follow the score.
Each player takes 5 cards from the top of the deck with reaction cards.
Players decide which player will be the quoter in the first round.
How to play
The quoter takes 2 cards from the top of the deck with quote cards.
The quoter decides on 1 of those 2 cards and reveals it to other players. The other card is returned to the bottom of the deck
with quote cards.
The quoter rolls the die to determine the way in which the other players should play the card from their hand:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A reaction supporting the quote
A reaction with constructive feedback, targeting discrimination / intolerance
Natural reaction
Natural reaction
Funny reaction
Quoter determines the way of reactions

Depending on the type of reaction, the quoter takes one of the markers and puts it next to them, so everyone will know which
kind of reaction they should play. The markers represent:

reaction supporting
the quote

funny reaction

reaction with constructive
feedback, targeting
discrimination/intolerance

natural
reaction

All players, except for the quoter, then pick a card from their hand, put it face down on the table and pass it to the quoter. In
case a player has a blank reaction card, they get to think up and offer any reaction they want.
Quoter reveals and reads the reaction cards one by one.
Each player has to elaborate on the reaction card they played.
Quoter picks the best reaction card, according to the previously determined type of reaction, explaining why they picked the
card.
All players, except for the quoter, refill their hands by drawing 1 card from the deck with reaction cards.
A player sitting on the left of the quoter becomes the quoter in the next round. The next round begins.
Scoring
The player who played the reaction card picked by the quoter receives the following amount of points:
The player who played the reaction card picked by the quoter receives the following amount of points:
• 5 points if the quoter rolled 1 and 5 during the turn
• 10 points if the quoter rolled 3 or 4 during the turn
• 15 points if the quoter rolled 2 during the turn
If there are 4 players, the first player who scores 40 points wins the game.
If there are 5 players, the first player who scores 35 points wins the game.
If there are 6 players, the first player who scores 30 points wins the game.

About the project
“EduGaming” project was developed based on the premise that educational games, which are approaching urgent issues
related to social exclusion, disempowerment and radicalisation of young people, as well as various global challenges, are
making a very big contribution to including young people, raising awareness and engaging diverse target groups.
The main goal of the project was to build capacities of youth organization to contribute to a cohesive and active society,
through developing specific competencies in designing educational games addressing social and global issues.
Educational games are innovative board and card games, which serve as alternative methods of non-formal education in
work with young people. Their aim is to address certain issues in an interactive, thought provoking and engaging way.
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Copyright disclaimer:
This game has been created and produced without lucrative purpose and is intended to be used as a free
educational tool. It has been developed, along with many other games, during the 2017 edition of
“EduGaming”, a training course about the design and implementation of educational board games through
youth work organized by The Youth Dialogue Programme and A.R.T.Fusion . This project has been funded with
the support of the Erasmus+ Program of the European Union .

